
EXHIBITIONS PROGRAM
2020-2022 



27/01/2021 
19/09/2021

MUDEC

DISNEYROBOT

26/11/2020 
28/03/2021

MUDEC

CHAGALL

07/10/2021 
06/02/2022

MUDEC

MONDRIAN

24/11/2021 
27/03/2022

MUDEC



TINA MODOTTI

19/01/2021 
16/05/2021

MUDEC PHOTO

DAVID LACHAPELLE

20/04/2021 
31/10/2021

MUDEC

TV BOY

06/2021 
07/2021

MUDEC PHOTO



HENRI CARTIER BRESSON. CHINA 

PICASSO AND AFRICAN ART RODIN AND DANCE

ROBERT DOISNEAU

CHANEL

October 2021 - February 2022

MUDEC PHOTO

February - July 2022

MUDEC

April - August 2022

MUDEC

Spring 2022

MUDEC PHOTO

November 2022 - March 2023

MUDEC



PAN
NAPLES

FATTORI

October 2021 - March 2022

MAGIC REALISM

November 2021 - March 2022

WONDER WOMAN

from October 2021 

DISNEY

GAM 
TORIN

PALAZZO REALE 
MILAN

PALAZZO MORANDO 
MILAN

PALAZZO DUCALE 
GENOA

ARA PACIS
ROME

DECORATIVE ARTS

October 2021 - March 2023

BOSCH

September 2022 - January 2023

November 2021 - March 2022





26 NOVEMBER
2020  

28 MARCH
2021



An important scientific project realized in collaboration with the 

main Scientific Institutes dedicated to robotics in the world:

Institute of Bio Robotics - Sant'Anna High School in Pisa

Italian Institute of Technology - National Bioengineering Group

From early automata to Leonardo's anatomical studies and machines, the man
has always been attracted to the idea of creating his own artificial simile.
Researches in this direction have given rise to surprising discoveries and
inventions, stimulating creativity and innovation in technology and
imagination in arts, literature and cinema.

With a strongly interdisciplinary spirit that combines science and philosophy,
technology and social sciences, the Exhibition at the Museum of Cultures links
past and present, questioning future scenarios and asking questions about
man and his very nature.







The Exhibition presents the creative and deep-rooted work in the history of art 
conducted by the Disney artists to transpose the great classics on film, adapting 
them to the spirit of the times. While the symbolic value over the decades has 
remained intact, the techniques have been differentiated, spanning all the 
different media.

The Exhibition allows children and adults to get into the heart of artistic work 
and study alongside the creatives and to understand how an animation 
masterpiece comes alive, after several years of work by an entire team 
coordinated by a director.

A slow, continuous and very laborious process of research, which, from an initial 
idea builds an entire film, through thousands of images that gradually come to 
life and come alive. Through some historical and more current documentaries, 
the many professional figures involved in a choral artistic work are revealed.

Edited by Walt Disney Animation Research Library





Mudec
Milan

27/01/2021 – 19/09/2021

Ara Pacis*
Rome

Fall 2022

Palazzo Ducale*
Genoa

October 2021 – March 2022

*The activities to be carried out in Genoa, Naples and Rome are in progress, therefore not included in the proposal.

PAN*
Naples

Spring 2022



David LaChapelle

MUDEC, 20/04/2021 – 31/10/2021 



The Exhibition’s concept was born from the idea that a new and better world
is possible, if human beings become aware of their mistakes and begin to
respect each other, different cultures and nature.

Human beings can survive and live better only by respecting the planet. The
ecosystem has been damaged by pollution, plastic, exploitation and
consumerism.
The planet is suffering and the only chance we have left is to promote a
change of habits.

The Exhibition reveals images that indicate the path to a new world,
characterized by an uncontaminated and luxuriant nature, by spirituality, by
love and by the beauty of the body, where men and women are finally free
from alienation and in union with the natural context. After a career as a
superstar in fashion, advertising in film and photography, LaChapelle in fact
has chosen to retire to live and work in the paradise of Hawaii







Chagall. Love and life

MUDEC, 7/10/2021 – 6/02/2022 



The Exhibition highlights the relationship in Chagall's work between art
and literature, language and content. The artworks in the Exhibition
reflect the multifaceted identity of the Artist, who is, at the same time,
the Jew of Vitebsk, author and illustrator of the childhood memories in the
autobiographical Ma Vie; the husband who accompanies with images the
his beloved bride’s books Burning Lights, First Encounter and From My
Notebooks, in which the life of the Jews of Vitebsk is described; the artist
who illustrates the Bible to remedy thus the lack of a Jewish tradition in
the visual art;, but also the original modern painter who, through the use
of Christian iconography, mourns the fate of the Jewish people in his
century.

Most of the artworks in the Exhibition was donated to the Museum by
the artist himself, his daughter Ida and supporters of the institution all
over the world. All together they illustrate the art of one of the most
innovative and important masters of the twentieth century.

From the collection 
of the Israel Museum in Jerusalem

by Ronit Sorek







Piet Mondrian 

and the Dutch landscape

MUDEC, 24/11/2021 – 27/03/2022 



The Exhibition, through the masterpieces and paintings that cover all
phases of the Dutch master's artistic career, will reveal a little-known
aspect of Piet Mondrian: the landscape.

Influenced by Impressionism, Po-Impressionism, Fauves and Symbolism 
not without occasional forays into Cubism, Mondrian is one of the best 
artists of his time.
The Exhibition presents to the public the passage from the figurative
phase to abstractionism and is an invitation to discover an all-round
Mondrian and to know his masterpieces.

The Exhibition is born by the collaboration of the Kunstmuseum Den
Haag, one of the most prestigious European museums based in The
Hague, which owns the most important collection of Mondrian
artworks in the world, and it is curated directly by its Director Benno
Tempel.
The Exhibition will therefore be a unique opportunity to see many
masterpieces of the artist in Italy.







MUDEC PHOTO



Tina Modotti
Women, Mexico and Freedom

MUDEC PHOTO, 19/01/2021 – 16/05/2021 



Artist, sublime and committed, Tina Modotti is an Italian photographer who 
has left an indelible mark on contemporary history.

Her famous shots are in the collections of the most important museums in 
the world and her fame is planetary.

The Exhibition, curated for Mudec Photo by Biba Giacchetti and organized
with the Tina Modotti Committee of Udine, presents exceptional materials:
original silver salt prints from the 1970s made from Tina's negatives
available thanks to Vittorio Vidali (a revolutionary and Italian politician, one
of the founders of the PCI, and a militant in the Mexican Communist Party
at the time when Tina was in Mexico), letters, documents from Tina's sister
and period films.

An extraordinary story, to meet a free spirit who has gone through misery
and fame, art and social commitment, persecutory injustice, but also
boundless admiration for the full and constant respect for herself, her
thought, and her freedom.







Mudec Photo June - July 2021



His cultural references are to be found in the television bombardment that 
the generation born in the 80s has suffered and from which TvBoy, playing 
on this concept since the name, invites us to stop. 

In 2007 he is one of the protagonists of the exhibition Street Art - Street 
View, the first exhibition of urban art promoted in Italy by an institution, 
which in a certain sense makes the public aware of this kind of art. TvBoy in 
his creations certainly looks to Pop Art, but also to the world of comics and 
video games. His ability, however, was to become a transgenerational artist 
in a very short time, because it is in his ability to make people of all ages 
and cultures read a precise imaginary that the peculiarity of TvBoy
manifests itself. 

As a true contemporary artist, he understood that the myth of the avant-
garde can be a ghetto and therefore he got rid of any complex and the fetish 
of a code to prove, on which to concentrate all his forces. Above all, he has 
conquered a freedom that allows him a vast creative vocabulary. The Mudec 
Exhibition will therefore have the role and the task of revealing the chapters 
of the "TvBoy encyclopedia", which are made of stories and expressions 
that intertwine. 



In addition to the reproduction of some iconic artworks, 
the artist will perform a series created ad hoc for the Mudec exhibition



A significant and recurring theme in the production of TVBOY 
is related to environmental sustainability issues.





Giovanni Fattori

TORIN GAM, OCTOBER 2021 - MARCH 2022



The Exhibition, born thanks to the collaboration of the main Italian modern
art galleries, presents the highest representative of the nineteenth-century
Tuscan Macchiaioli movement.

The subjects are the beloved Tuscan countryside and the battles of the
Risorgimento, in which he actively participates.

The intent is to document reality, without falling into the rhetorical
celebration typical of historical painting. The first and most famous artwork
with a subject from the Risorgimento is Campo italiano alla battaglia di
Magenta (1862), in which the army is precisely portrayed at the end of the
battle.

Over the years, Fattori's style is getting closer and closer to the 'Stain': real
spots of light / color spread on the canvas in contrast with each other. The
faces lose details, for a rendering that appears deliberately approximate.
The artist, also abandoning the contour line, focuses on the content of the
artwork, on total adherence to realism and on the visual rendering of colors
and shapes.









Magic Realism

PALAZZO REALE, 6/11/2021 – 6/03/2022 



The Exhibition aims to present, for the first time in Italy, the artistic
movement of Magic Realism, a fundamental line of Italian painting that
developed in the twenties and thirties of the twentieth century, with
insights into the European art scene, especially the German one, of the
time.

The movement is grafted on a general recovery of the plastic values of the
art of the past, from Giotto to Masaccio to Piero della Francesca, up to the
formation of the specific realistic and magical form of Cagnaccio di San
Pietro, Antonio Donghi, Ubaldo Oppi, Achille Funi, Mario and Edita Broglio,
who are the pivotal artists of the exhibition together with Felice Casorati.

The scientific project includes a nucleus of about sixty artworks, among the
most important and characterizing works of the movement, with the intent
to reconstruct in an exhaustive way the climate of the time, with a view to
the international valorization of Italian art.









Wonder Woman

PALAZZO MORANDO, November 2021 - March 2022 



The Exhibition tells the WW universe from a sociological and
anthropological point of view, of customs and culture, as well as the many
personalities of screenwriters and artists who have given birth to it.

The Exhibition is an in-depth investigation into the profile of the heroine
and the historical context in which she was born and developed over time,
the different aspects of her character and of the enemies she faces, the
evolution of her costume and powers, the very survival of the character
through the vicissitudes of those who have kept her alive until today, in
cinema, TV andcomics.

On display are the unique and original materials made available by the
Publishing House DC Comics and Warner Bros., in collaboration with Panini
and numerous private collectors, with the support of the Cineteca di
Bologna which, in anticipation of the release of the second film on Wonder
Woman set during the Cold War in 1984, will make available films and films
on the subject both on display and in cinemas with numerous screenings on
the world of Wonder Woman and the protagonists DC Comics.

In the Exhibition there is also a fashion section with film costumes and
costumes designed and inspired by the character.




